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The quiet Americans
Report | Grace Cook talks to the emerging US labels making an art of the fashion understatement

A

revolution is taking place in
American fashion. With a
focus on fit and durability,
and collections built on
basic staples and knitwear
in neutral hues, this new breed of contemporary luxury labels is filling the
most stylish wardrobes — and its discreet brand of understated and simple
femininity is valued above all.
The Row — founded by Mary-Kate
and Ashley Olsen in 2006 — has built a
following for essaying “relaxed and
timeless elegance”. Gabriela Hearst
describes her garments as “classic with a
rustic edge”. Ryan Roche refers to her
knitwear as “pared-back and minimal
and essential”, while Rosetta Getty
defines her eponymous line as “refined
and easy to style for effortless dressing”.
Set in 12 acres in New York state,
Roche’s barn-conversion studio is a rustic space punctuated with oak worksurfaces and mood boards on whitewashed
walls. Now in her eighth season, she
takes her palette seriously and considers each collection an addition to a lifestyle look. “It’s part of the conversation,
how the new colours are going to work

Ryan Roche uses the
finest cashmere, but her
sweaters can be machine
washed and tumble dried
with the season before,” she says.
“It’s another reason my customers love my collection, as it’s so
easy for them, everything is harmonious and all the shades
work together.”
Each of these labels focuses
on building a wardrobe rather
than offering trend-driven
looks. Their success is in their
uniformity — “we’re consistent
with the way that we build on
our collections,” says Ashley
Olsen. “You’re adding pieces
rather than discarding and
starting afresh every season,”
says Maria Lemos, founder of the wholesale showroom and communications
agency Rainbowwave, which represents
Hearst. “Pieces from these brands aren’t
like a statement dress that after a while
you feel you’ve worn to too many parties. These are investment pieces.”
Getty, who is based in LA, uses fabrics
that can be worn throughout the year. “I
may include a luscious cashmere for the
fall season, or a fun, easy lace for spring
— most of the fabrics are cross-seasonal,” she says. “My goal is to introduce
clothing where the worth lies in the
design and fabrication.”
With sweaters costing from £700,
durability and practicality are vital.
Roche uses the finest Mongolian cashmere, but her sweaters can be machine
washed on a delicate cycle and tumble
dried. “I don’t want it to be too precious,” she says. “I want women to be
able to really love it and live in it.”
After testing the prototypes of her
new handbag line, Hearst improved the
hardware and closure of her “Nina” bag
because it was opening too many times
in a way she didn’t like. And when she

Rosetta Getty
“Every time I have an
upcoming meeting or
trip, I think about
what pieces would
make my life easier,”
says mother-of-four
Rosetta Getty, 46.
“With my clothes, I
want to tell a story by
reimagining classic
styles in a way that’s appealing to
women like myself.” As a model, Getty
was catapulted into the fashion
industry aged 14, shuttling between
Silver Lake, LA, and Europe to pose for
Bruce Weber and Paul Jasmin. Now
married to the Brothers & Sisters actor
Balthazar Getty, great-grandson of
the oil tycoon J Paul
Getty, she launched
her label for autumn
2014, having closed
her Rosetta Millington
childrenswear label in
2001 after 10 years.
She has a roster of
high-profile friends to
wear her designs, among
them her childhood best
friend Patricia Arquette,
for whom Getty created a
dress for the 2015
Academy Awards, where
Arquette took home best
supporting actress for

Before moving upstate
eight years ago, Roche,
38, lived in Brooklyn,
working on her then
childrenswear label
made from Japanese
organic cotton.
Encouraged by her
clients, who included
actresses Maggie
Gyllenhaal and Milla
Jovovich, Roche launched her women’s label
in 2011 in the quietest way possible: sharing
a 12-piece collection with an intimate group
of friends and supporters. “It was tiny for a
few years,” says Roche.
She has signed to an international
showroom and word is spreading — Ryan
Roche is now stocked by 55
retailers. While she plans to
operate as a full lifestyle brand,
she will remain true to the
brand’s DNA. “The heart and
soul of our brand will always be
our knitwear,” she says of her
aesthetic — staples include
cashmere two-pieces and knitted
evening gowns. “Two of my top
sellers [the fisherman sweater
and a fringed cashmere knit] are
things I introduced in my first
season. When I fall in love with
something that a designer does,
I’m heartbroken to see the next
season it’s gone. It’s always been
my philosophy to be consistent.”

Richard Linklater’s Boyhood.
Getty is a designer who
opts not to dictate: “Many of
the pieces are designed to be
worn in multiple ways —
ties that can be knotted
closely to the body, draped
or even left undone,” she
says. Signatures include
elongated tunics with
fluid lines, worn over
loose-fitting trousers.

Gabriela Hearst
“A lot of our
product is made
by hand in Italy,
and when you’re
making things
by hand you
have limitations
and timings.
You cannot rush
it,” says Hearst,
39. “I think it
comes from my
ranching background. If you are in the
middle of nowhere and really off the
grid, everything has a purpose.”
A former model, Hearst was born in
Uruguay, during the civic-military
dictatorship, and spent most of her
summers on the family ranch herding
cattle. The aesthetic of the label she
founded in 2015 draws from both her
upbringing in South America and
Manhattan residency: matter-of-fact,
wearable garments with a rustic edge,
translating into an unfinished hem on a
georgette gown, or teaming elegant
dresses with heavy boots.
Hearst and her husband also manage
the family’s livestock estate, and will
this season use their own wool in her
collections for the first time.
became concerned that a waxed vest
from her line would dirty other clothes,
she wore it for a week to ensure it didn’t.
“No disclaimer tag needed,” she says.
Practical details are also considered:
pockets must be big enough for an
iPhone 6; shoes are made with doublewelded soles for longevity.

Luxury fabrics, and choosing to do
much of their manufacturing in New
York, mean higher prices, but despite
this, these garments sell — very well.
The Row is a bestseller on Matchesfashion.com, and Roche’s $980 fisherman
sweater sold out at Barneys this season.
Getty “does incredibly well online”, says

I

t was only a matter of time before
the fine art of floristry entered the
modern, modem age. With little
but Interflora for broad competition, a host of innovative companies has come up with new ways to send
and receive blooms without the need for
a shopfront. From one-off, one-click
purchases to monthly or annual subscription services, one of the oldest customer-facing businesses is finally experiencing its disruptive moment.
The new ventures include everything
from high-end outfits supplying the
likes of Tom Ford to small, eco-minded
enterprises — Common Farm Flowers,
Green and Gorgeous, or the quietly
exclusive Garden Gate Flower Company
— ferrying scented roses direct from
country gardens to your front door.
Of course it makes sense. The
mark-up on flowers is famously steep,
absorbing the florist’s buy price at market, but also the rent of their fancy shop.
It’s not hard to see the appeal of an
online outfit such as Bloom and Wild,
where a delicate selection of lisianthus
and pale pink roses is sent through the

post in a package designed to fit through
your letterbox. For convenience alone,
it certainly beats standing in front of a
station flower stall, mentally pricing up
a bouquet.
Aron Gelbard, the company’s cofounder, says: “There is nothing worse
than sending a bouquet of flowers only
for the recipient to be out. And there is
certainly nothing romantic about
queueing to pick up your flowers from a
post office or depot.” Indeed. Their UKwide operation offers functional but
pretty bouquets in weekly and monthly
subscriptions starting from £50.
A similarly targeted service is offered
by Petalon, a charmingly homespun
enterprise set up by Florence Kennedy,
whose distinction is loose-tied natural
bouquets delivered around London by
hipsters on bicycles (her husband James
is the founder of bike brand Kennedy
City Bicycles). “We don’t need to pay for
petrol, the congestion charge or parking,” says Kennedy. “We only offer two
choices of bouquets each week and
they’re always at a set price, including
delivery and a donation to the bee collective. This is to keep the bouquets seasonal and to reduce waste.”
By contrast, upscale Flowerbx is the
Net-a-Porter of online florists, complete
with its own liveried van racing around
London and fashionable clientele,
including Manolo Blahnik, Burberry

and Louis Vuitton. (Mark Sebba, the
former chief executive of Net-a-Porter,
recently joined the company’s board
and will oversee expansion to Paris and
Germany.)
Set up by former Tom Ford PR director, Adam Wilkie, the company’s USP is
single varietal blooms — cherry blossom, parrot tulips — in large quantities,
shipped directly from Holland to a
warehouse in west London and, from
there, to the city’s smartest addresses.
Wilkie explains: “These days we buy

Lisianthus and pink roses
are sent through the post
in a package designed to fit
through your letterbox
everything online using Amazon Prime
or Ocado. Why not flowers? This way we
stock only what the customer orders,
there’s no waste, and since we have no
shop we’re able to pass a lot of the savings on to the customer.” Its subscription service is proving popular, “especially for people buying a year’s worth of
flowers for a friend’s birthday or a wedding gift”.
Flowerbx is particularly well placed to
offer insight into the perennial love

The Row
That Mary-Kate and
Ashley Olsen have
managed to create one
of the most coveted
labels while remaining
relatively under the
radar is astonishing.
Rather than becoming a
flash-in-the-pan
celebrity fashion line,
the former actresses, 29, have proved slow and
steady wins: after almost a decade in business
they launched their first retail store in LA’s
Melrose Place last year. “We like doing things
slowly, seeing how people respond to things, and
learning from our mistakes,” says Ashley. “We
try not putting it all out there.”
The twins, who took over creative direction
after losing Nadège Vanhee-Cybulski to Hermès
in 2014, offer garments that have little
intimation of gender. Ready-to-wear
staples include cashmere and silkblend capes, silk-satin camisoles and
loosely tailored trousers (the label’s
name alludes to the tailoring of Savile
Row). “Retailers have seen that a
quiet brand like The Row can be one
of their best performers,” says Maria
Lemos of Rainbowwave.

Lemos, and this season will be available
at Selfridges. “It’s the way we live now;
we want less but we want good quality.”
Each of these women, who have a
hugely aspirational lifestyle, makes an
excellent advertisement for their label:
Getty works from her mid-century
mansion perched atop Runyon Canyon

Make mother’s day — with ease
Shopping A bunch of startups are making flowers fit
for fashion available to us
all. Charlotte Sinclair reports
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Ryan Roche

Delphiniums

Park in the Hollywood Hills, Roche from
her 17th-century barn studio. Hearst
uses local artisans to weave wool
sheared from sheep on her family’s Uruguayan ranch. There’s a simplicity to
their idyllic way of life: swathed in cashmere and surrounded by nature. Sweaters, it seems, have serious selling power.

affair between fashion and flowers.
“Working in the fashion world, no one
likes big, naff, mixed bouquets with tons
of filler,” Wilkie continues. “When Tom
Ford gets a bouquet he throws out the
extras, and puts the roses or the hydrangea together.” It’s all about the single
varietal. “It’s the mood of the moment.”
Flowers are as vital to the fashion
industry as Florentine leather factories,
Parisian lacemakers or Instagram. You
can’t get anything more fashion than
flowers, darling. To wit, Burberry has
set up a flower stall at the brand’s Regent
Street headquarters in time for Mother’s
Day, and Interflora recently designed an
“enchanted forest” of hydrangea, orchid
and magnolia branches for Julien Macdonald’s AW16 catwalk presentation.
Set designer Michael Howells says:
“Flora and fauna have been an inspiration throughout art history. We see it in
the history of fashion as well, from Madame de Pompadour’s floral extravagance to the work of John Galliano and
photographer Nick Knight.”
Certain blooms are deemed acceptable by the influential — springtime blossom branches, peonies, hydrangeas —
while other elements — spray painted
eucalyptus, overly fussy or ostentatious
arrangements — are considered beyond
the pale. “Having loved dahlias for
years, I am glad that others no longer
scorn them,” says Howells. He has more
experience than most with fashionable
floristry, having designed sets for John
Galliano at Dior for several years.
Vic Brotherson of Scarlet & Violet —
supplier of gorgeous, voluptuous

bouquets to most of London’s fashion
editors and designers — remembers her
former boss Nikki Tibbles, of florist
Wild At Heart, urging her staff to read
Vogue, “so that we knew what was going
on, who was who, and how to spell their
names”. Still, she wishes fashion folk
were a little more adventurous.
“Designers get very focused on particular flowers — ‘These are the kinds Stella
[McCartney] likes, the bouquet must
include roses and hydrangea.’ What, no
foliage? Really?” She adds, “Jasper
Conran loves a parrot tulip.”
Despite the challenges to her industry, Brotherson is holding out against
the rush to disrupt. “There’s frustration
that you can’t order our flowers online,
but for me it would mean having to
make the same thing over and over
according to a picture. We built our website with shopping functionality and in
the end I just bailed. Now we go to market and buy whatever we want.”
Her resistance is also anchored in her
belief that good florists — like good hairdressers — occupy a special status in our
lives. “It’s a very personal thing. Flowers
are usually sent with a message, even if
it’s not sentimental. I think it’s important that the person who speaks to the
client on the phone goes on to make the
bouquet according to that conversation.
We do flowers for whole dynasties;
grandmother, mother, daughter. People
want to have communication with the
same person, continuing that relationship. They want to pick up the phone.”
Some of us, then, still want to actually
say it with flowers.

